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BAUER SYNTHETIC ICE TILES WHT 5 PCK-SS 1063064

Color
Size
10-pack
Product Description

Installation

White
18" x 18" / 46cm x 46 cm
1063065

Skate-able - best innovation in the market - skating on these synthetic tiles feels just like
on ice

1 pack for 10 pcs easy to set up for 21.6 SQF
Self-lubricating, made out of UHMW-PE material. UV protected, patented dovetail
interlocking system firmly locks tiles together and allows for easy breakdown for 
portability.

Special textured surface on the tiles enhances the sliding and gliding characteristics
Formula tech guarantee, for super slide characteristics that help players improve their 
skills on their own exclusive space

Convenient and portable. Easy to add tiles as your skating needs expand.
Bauer’s synthetic ice tiles can be installed virtually anywhere. Whether in your garage, your
basement, in your school or business gymnasium, over the tennis court or swimming pool,
the installation, done by yourself is easy and fast.

Easy installation, requires only a rubber hammer so as not to damage the surface.

BAUER SYNTHETIC ICE TILES RED 5 PCK-SS 1063067

Features

Color
Other colors
Size

Installation

Skate-able - best innovation in the market - skating on these synthetic tiles feels just like
on ice

Self-lubricating, made out of UHMW-PE material. UV protected, patented dovetail
interlocking system firmly locks tiles together and allows for easy breakdown for portability.
Design your authentic looking rink with red and blue lines
Special textured surface on the tiles enhances the sliding and gliding characteristics
Formula tech guarantee, for super slide characteristics that help players improve their skills
on their own exclusive space
Convenient and portable. Easy to add tiles as your skating needs expand.
Red
Blue 1063068
9" x 18" / 23cm x 46 cm

Bauer’s synthetic ice tiles can be installed virtually anywhere. Whether in your garage, your
basement, in your school or business gymnasium, over the tennis court or swimming pool,
the installation, done by yourself is easy and fast.
Easy installation, requires only a rubber hammer so as not to damage the surface.
Maintenance comes down to vacuuming it, cleaning it with a mild soap if necessary.

BAUER SYN ICE TILE SS SQUARE CURB 1063079

Features

Grey
18" / 46 cm

[1063080] BAUER SYN ICE TILE SS PUCK STOPPER CURB
[1063218] BAUER SYN ICE TILE SS REBOUNDER RUBBER

18” long to match each of the tile sizes.
Heavy duty design to accommodate all weather conditions.
Beveled smooth slope allows for easy puck loading.
Multipurpose raised edge keeps the puck on surface and can be combined with high
rebounding bumpers.



GRY

MULTI-SPORT TRAINING TILES GRY 24 PCK 1063071

Features

Color
Size
50-pack

White
12" x 12" / 30 cm x 30 cm
1063072

Bauer’s Multi-Sport Training Tiles can be installed virtually anywhere. Whether in your
garage, your basement, in your school or business gymnasium, over the tennis court or
swimming pool, the installation, done by yourself is easy and fast.
For backyard installation the area needs to be flat and a fine gravel base is preferred. Easy 
installation, requires only a rubber hammer so as not to damage the surface.

WHT

BAUER DRYLAND TRAINING TILES WHT 10 PCK 1063055

Color
Size
25-pack
Product Description

Features

Installation

White
18" x 18" / 46cm x 46 cm
1063056
Bauer's Dryland Flooring Tiles have a unique formula which delivers the best puck
handling and shooting surface for at home practice. Tiles are available in white, blue or red
to build your very own hockey rink. A patented symmetrical clipping system of

Durable - Produced using the best HDPE material and designed to be used for many years.
Developed for indoor or outdoor use, allows the puck/ball to slide easily. Perfect for puck
control practice or a shooting room, all while emulating the feel of ice.

Easy to use, simple set-up and easily disassembled for portability.
Bauer’s dryland training tiles can be installed virtually anywhere. Whether in your garage,
your basement, in your school or business gymnasium, over the tennis court or swimming
pool, the installation, done by yourself is easy and fast.

For backyard installation to achieve the best performance install on a flat surface or a fine
gravel base is preferred.

Easy installation that won't damage the playing surface



MODULAR TRAINING CENTER STARTER KIT 1063960

Product Description

Features Steel tubes for durability

Durable rubber base to grip the floor/ice

Combine with multiple training items

MODULAR TRAINING CENTER BASE 2PK 1063956

Product Description The Bauer Training Base is the foundation of Bauer’s new Modular Training Center that
anchors each of the training items.

Features Common connection for all Modular Training Center appliances.

Anchor system consisting of mooring pins eliminate sliding and anchors to ice or surface.

Custom screw with handle, no need for any tooling

Made of rubber for maximum stability and durability

Rubber won't damage hockey skate blades if stepped on.

MODULAR TRAINING CENTER - DEFENDER 1063958

Features



 

MODULAR TRAINING CENTER -REBOUNDER 1063959

Product Description

Two large 28" x 4" rebounding surfaces provide realistic and consistent rebounds no matter
where the puck impacts the surface.

Break training system down for ease of portability

MODULAR TRAINING CENTER – DANGLER STRAP 1064159

Product Description

Features al for new players to the game.

Stretch ability for child safety
Stick handling trainer Length is adjustable for all levels of use
Can be used on and off-ice
Easy to combine multiple set-ups.

roduct Description



HOCKEY TRAINING STICK HANDLING 

Color
Product
Description

Features



DIGITAL REACTOR STICK HANDLING TRAINER 1063082

Product Description

Features High Quality, Innovative Technology, Digital Screen

Best training tool off the ice for hockey players of all ages and skill levels
Improve Your Skills - Practice Puck Control, Stick Handling and Reaction times all in one
session

Easy & Fun to use - Adjustable Arms, Countdown Timer & Scoreboard make practice fun &
competitive.

Comes with sensor ball and rechargeable battery.
Lightweight & Portable - Practice your skills with friends anywhere, anytime or bring it to
the rink to warm up.

REACTOR STICK HANDLING TRAINER 1063083

Product Description

Features

The Reactor Stick Handling Trainer gives you the freedom to create more custom puck
control and stickhandling drills. It’s an excellent coaching tool for players of all skill levels.
Practice and teach yourself basic moves to complex toe-drags, on or off

Stick handling trainer Length 66” (168cm), Height Clearance2.5” (6cm).

The 5 sections give you the freedom to create numerous combinations of custom stick

handling drills

Can be used on and off-ice

Easy to carry so you can bring it to the rink

Combine two units to create T or L shape drills.

Made of extremely durable material

EXTENDIBLE 3 ARM REACTOR DANGLER 15"-24" 1063085

Size
Product Descriptio

18" x 24" / 46 cm x 61 cm
The Extendible Stick Handling Dangler gives you the freedom to create more custom puck
control and stick handling drills. It’s an excellent coaching tool for players of all skill levels.
Teach everything from basic moves to complex toe-drags, on or off the

Improve your stickhandling and puck control, with THREE (3) adjustable sections to create
numerous drill combinations that are great for working on stick handling

Each arm extends from 18” to 24” to allow you to modify the passing channel as desired
Metal hockey shaft design with qualified PE material bases, customizable set-ups with
removable pop-up shafts

For ON & OFF ICE use -  Lightweight and easily portable design.
Multiple DRILLS to work on both passing and receiving and improves your puck handling
skills.

Includes retractable spikes that can be used on or off the ice.
Practice with teammates to play a number of different hockey games in your garage or
back yard rink or on ice skills programs.

For all ages of players, this training aid can be used by all skill levels that are looking to
improve their hockey game.



EXTENDIBLE REACTOR DANGLER 18-30" 1063086

Size
Product Description

Features

18" x 30" / 46 cm x 76 cm

Metal hockey shaft design with quality PE material base, customizable set-ups with
removable pop-up shafts

For ON & OFF ICE use -  Lightweight and easily portable design.
Multiple DRILLS to work on both passing and receiving and work on your puck handling
skills.
Includes retractable spikes that can be used on or off the ice.
Easy to carry so you can bring it to the rink from the back yard
Can be used on any hockey training surface.
No assembly required - Consists of a single adjustable shaft. Pins for setting at intervals of
18-30”

BAUER REACTOR “SLINGSHOT” PASSER 48" 1063088
Color
Size
Other Materials
Product 
Description

Green
48"/ 122 cm, 36" / 91 cm
[1063087] 36" Slingshot Passer

The versatility of the Bauer/SlingShot has everyone from Minor Hockey to the Pros using
them.

The player's age or skill level is not a factor. The SlingShot will improve your passing,
receiving, shooting, agility, reaction time, stick-handling and over all skills.

Great tool for goalies too.
The SlingShot is available in 36 & 48 inch lengths which are great for transporting to and
from the rink.

BAUER REACTOR CLAMP-ON PASSER 1063089

Product Description

Features Quicken your wrists and use this training tool to improve all sorts of hockey skills and
reactions.

Practice your One Timers, Backhand Passes, Sauce Passes and more.

Features 2 clamps that connect to all synthetic ice, dryland and multi-sport flooring tiles

and shooting pads.

A premium quality hockey passer that is extremely durable for longevity.

All ages players for hockey training passing skills

Product's Size is 30" with durable rebounding bungee’s that will last many years



 

REACTOR SHOOTING TARP 1063962

Features The 7-pocket design challenges your player to increase your accuracy in realistic scoring
areas while collecting pucks for easy retrieval.

Great for both indoor and outdoor use.

Hang or mount your tarp in your garage, basement, backyard, or training area

Heavy duty construction to withstand repeated impact in any temperature.

Practice with regulation size/weight pucks.

REACTOR SHOOTING TARGETS - 6" - 4 PACK 1063967

Color Green

Features 6" size for the sharpshooter

Easy to attach to post and snaps back into place after impact

Made of rubber material that is impact resistant for maximum
durability.

Sold in packs of 4 targets

Incredibly Durable

REACTOR SHOOTING TARGETS - 8" - 4 PACK 1063968

Color Green

Features Easy to hit 8" targets to improve shooting accuracy

Easy to attach to post and snaps back into place after impact

Made of rubber material that is impact resistant for maximum
durability.

Sold in packs of 4 targets

Incredibly Durable



HOCKEY TRAINING 

REACTOR DIGITAL RADAR II 1063969

Product Description

Features

If you are a fan of seeing instant results start by tracking the strength and speed of your
shot with the Bauer Multisport Radar Gun. It's effortless to set up and easy to view as you
train to see results. This can not only be used for hockey but can

Portable & Easy-to-use - hands-free operations allow you to train anytime, solo or with
teammates.

Clear display readable from 10 meters away, large green LED Display lets you easily see

from a distance.

Optional with voice notification function to announce speed readings

Works for multiple sports - easily measures Shooting, Hitting, Pitching Velocity.

A simple mounting system that fit every post size up to 2.5''

High speed accuracy provides instant readings for your shots.

WHT

BAUER REACTOR SHOOTING PADS SMALL 1063073

Color White

Size 24" x 48" x 1/8" / 61 cm x 122 cm x .31 cm

Medium 1063074 [28" x 52" x 3/16" / 71 cm x 132 cm x .5 cm]

Large 1063075 [30" x 60" x 3/16" / 76 cm x 152 cm x .5 cm]

Product Description Perfect for anyone who wants to improve their on-ice game at home, the Bauer Shooting
Pads make excellent indoor and outdoor trainers to satisfy hockey players during all
seasons of the year. They simulate the smooth, ice like feeling so you can work on p

Features Practice Anywhere & Anytime - thanks to UV protection and weather proofing treatment it
allows for use indoors or outdoors all year round. Easy to carry with our user-friendly
carrying handle

Improve Stick Life - not only will you improve your stickhandling, shooting & passing skills,
but also improve your stick life compared to rough concrete, asphalt and hard surfaces
when practicing at home

Designed to resemble the on-ice feeling of shooting regular hockey pucks

Top-quality shooting pad is thick enough to give a smooth feel even on the heaviest slap
shots.

BAUER 10630



HOCKEY TRAINING

BAUER REACTOR SHOOTING KIT 1063090

Product Description The Bauer Reactor Shooting kit is a fun and competitive designed training device that
aims to improve reaction time, cognitive abilities and to develop shooting accuracy. To
benefit the most from this product, Bauer is using the 4-color options and 5 dire

Features Improve your shooting accuracy, reaction time and shooting techniques.

Enhance your stickhandling and reaction times by following the signal device.

Custom 24” x 36” shooting pad protect your sticks from rough pavement and concrete.

Targets fit most goals and can be installed in seconds.

The Reactor signal device is powered by three (3) AA batteries or Micro USB charging cable
(batteries and cable not included).

BAUER REACTOR SKATING/SLIDE BOARD 1063081

REACTOR BALANCE BOARD 1063084

Product Description

Features

Bauer's Training Balance Board brings a fun and creative way to improve your hockey skills.
The balance board engages your core and works on your balance. Combine with other
drills to work on your stickhandling skills at the same time.

We thought of everything: Anti-Slip top, grip-taped underside, secured side stoppers,
fabric-encased wooden roller, plywood board… this Balance Board means BUSINESS! Don’t
be fooled though – this Board will introduce you to stabilizer muscles you never kn

Dynamic workout - This balance boards for adults and kids or ages suitable for training
balance.

Compact & simple set up – take the Balance Board wherever your training takes you. Its
uncomplicated design makes it quick to set up. Start your workout whenever, wherever!
Simply place the board on the roller and get those stabilizer muscles FIRING!

Balance training-  a fun way to help improve balance, body control, agility, strength, and
engage all muscle groups.

Features

Dynamic workout - This balance boards for adults and kids or ages suitable for 
training balance.

Compact & simple set up – take the Balance Board wherever your training 
takes you. Its uncomplicated design makes it quick to set up. Start your 
workout whenever, wherever! Simply place the board on the roller and get those 
stabilizer muscles FIRING!

Balance training-  a fun way to help improve balance, body control, agility, 
strength, and engage all muscle groups.
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